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CHEETAH. Paperback. Condition: New. 40 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.1in.Sing-along to the
catchy lyrics that introduces LaChase, the super-fast cheetah and the main character of the newly
created animated LaChase De Cheetah and the BagofBaggins animated characters. LaChase is
available as a plush toy or backpack that is sold with this complementary sing-along book and
other educational activities that are tied to the Common Core Standards. Meet the rest of the
Guardians of BagogBaggins Island. Chattery Chatter is a playful monkey who lives in the moment
and loves to have fun, Hooty Hoot is a wise owl with a special talent for spells, Croaky Croak is a
special frog whose dreams of water can tell the future, and Barky Bark is a crime-stopping dog
with a super-powered nose. These five animals look and act like humans and live beside the Rio
Grande on BagofBaggins Island. After being sent to Earth to serve as guardians of young children,
the animals landed on BagofBaggins Island and are now busy discovering themselves while getting
into mischief. When a child presses an animals paw, the guardian remembers hisher true mission:
to dance and sing its way into the childs heart to offer...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely worth purchasing. Yes, it is actually engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like just
how the author write this publication.
-- O die Dicki-- O die Dicki

Unquestionably, this is the best work by any author. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my
dad and i advised this pdf to find out.
-- Nelson Zem la k-- Nelson Zem la k
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